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Cleaning for Reliability Post QFN Rework 

Mike Bixenman, Kyzen Corporation and Michae l Konrad, Aqueous Technologies 
Corporation make an argument for removing f lux residue under the quad flat pack no 
lead (QFN) post-rework, and pre sent cleaning process options for meeting this c leaning 
challenge. The need for cleanliness under ind ividual components inc reases as the 
spac ing between connector leads decreases and power increases. The low stand-off 
height of QFNs traps f lux between the ground pad and component leads. Flux trapped 
under the QFN is a re liab ility concern. The purpose of this research is to develop 
process knowledge for cleaning all f lux residues from under the QFN device. The 
authors, repre senting cleaning material and equipment organizations, investigated 
process variab les such as so lder paste, cleaning agents, c leaning equipment, and wash 

process factors.  

While this artic le addre sses the complexitie s of removing f lux under QFN devices, the 

informat ion presented may be applied to all post-reflow defluxing applications. There 

are rap id ly growing quantitie s of surface mount components that are mounted very 

close to the printed circuit board (PCB). Most surface mount assemblies feature fine-
pitch components. Board and component miniaturization challenge conventional 

defluxing equipment and chemistries. The same successfu l def luxing methods outlined 

in this artic le may be applied generally to all defluxing applications.  

When reworking electronic assemblies, assemble rs must have the assurance that the 

product will work fo r its designed life expectancy. Flux residue under QFN components 

can impact performance when conductive ions migrate within the electrical f ield.1 

Moisture, in the form of humid ity, creates an e lectrolyte where flux residue remain ing 

under the QFN is propagated as conductive ions. The total current density entering and 
leaving the electrolyte causes metal ions to sp lit and form dendrites. This spatial 

coupling depends on the distance between the conductors, with closer so lder 

connections coupled more strongly. As the difference in potential ac ross the conductors 

rises, the risk of failure inc reases.  

QFNs are p laced f lush onto the printed circu it assembly. These components are d iff icult 

to clean due to size, spac ing, and low standoff height.2 The standoff clearance under 

QFNs is defined by the solder paste print — typically less than 4 mils h igh. 

Compounding the problem, smalle r components and organic so lder protected (OSP) 
circu it boards use solde r mask def ined on bare copper, which further reduces the 

spac ing under the QFN to less than 2 mils.  

Reworking QFN Components 

QFN rework is typ ically a low-vo lume operation with limited options for cleaning f lux 
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residues post-so ldering. The common cleaning equipment used for rework operations is 

the dishwasher-style aqueous spray-in-air machine. Engineered cleaning materials are 

needed to disso lve f lux re sidues left from rework and repair. Process factors must be 

understood to successfu lly c lean all f lux re sidues under the QFN. 

The conceptual framework for this research provides insight into the problem of cleaning 
flux residues post QFN rework. The quantitative parad igm inquires into the problem of 

cleaning all f lux re sidues under the QFN component based on hypothesis testing 

composed of variab les, measured visually, and analyzed to determine best cleaning 

practice. This research quantif ie s the relat ionship between flux type, cleaning time, and 

QFN standoff heights. The goal is to provide the rework technician with a process menu 

that is pred ictive, repeatab le, and confirms c leaning efficacy.  

The best practices discussion for designing the QFN cleaning process using the batch 
dishwasher-style cleaning machine includes an overview of the science of aqueous-

engineered cleaning f lu ids used to remove a broad range of flux residue types used in 

QFN rework. The experiment illustrates the relationship between research hypotheses 

and the variab les tested. A Practical Components rework test card was used to confirm 

the research find ings.  

The Reliability Problem 

Highly dense and smaller component features inc rease rework complexity as termination 

pads and standoff heights decrease. Min iaturizat ion imposes a great challenge on the 

chemistry of f luxes creat ing h igher levels of f lux oxides.3 Additionally, as QFNs decrease 

in size, the component and conductor spacing generate more heat during so ldering, 

which increases the cleaning challenge.4 

Notwithstanding flux changes, the QFN standoff height is considered to be the crit ical 
cleaning d ifferentiator. To address this prob lem, technicians use sh ims, which can be 

placed onto the ground pad to elevate the QFN to a standoff height of 4–6 mils.2 

Increasing standoff he ight sign if icantly improves c leaning results. The problem with this 

method is the solder joint has to form a bridge between the distance of the QFN and the 

pad. Another method is to plate the QFN pads up another 4 or 5 mils to inc rease the 

standoff height, but this is not practical fo r rework operations.  

The electronic assembly industry is fac ing numerous changes — RoHS, min iaturization — 

that create new soldering demands. The chemical changes in f lux materials and 
solde ring temperatures can complicate cleaning. For QFN rework, a f lux that provide s 

thermal stab ility and forms a soft residue that read ily d isso lves into the cleaning agent is 

crit ically important. 

Cleaning Agent 

Electronic assemblies are evolving, demanding innovations to satisfy these changing 

customer needs. PCB manufacturers continue to deal with density and min iaturizat ion 

challenges. E lectronic assembly c leaning agents must improve so lub ility for a wide range 

of flux composit ions; wetting properties for penetrating low-standoff gaps; and materials 

compatib ility to prevent damage to circu it board laminates, components, packages, and 

connectors. 
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Aqueous-engineered cleaning materials are keeping pace with this electronic assembly 

roadmap. The best aqueous cleaning agents are derived from the laws of 

thermodynamics. Eng ineered cleaning agent build ing b locks use a combinat ion of 
dispersive, polarity, and hydrogen boding energ ies. The first design criterion is to 

engineer so lvat ing b lend combinat ions that show a high aff in ity for varied f lux residue 

soils. A mix of po lar materials w ith permanent dipole moments will rap id ly interact with 

and soften rosin/resin structures. The unique combinat ion of ingredients must form an 

electron exchange with water to bond molecules and ions into a cohesive and stable 

composit ion. 

A combination of thermodynamic (chemical) and kinetic (energy) forces is needed to 
clean residues under the QFN component. Aqueous cleaning agents are designed to be 

diluted with water and operate at an optimal concentration range from 12 to 15%. 

Kinetic energy — heat, f luid f low, motion (spray impingement), and directional fo rces — 

delivers the cleaning agent to the electronic assembly. The thermodynamic energ ies 

require the right combinat ion of ingredients working in unison to wet, disso lve, and bond 

flux residues, c leaning the circu it assembly. Optimizing the thermodynamic and kinetic 
energies requires spec if ic cleaning agents designed to operate in specif ic c leaning 

equipment. 

Materials compatib ility is a c rit ical factor that must not be overlooked. Electronic 

assemblies expose the cleaning agent to wide range of metal alloys, board laminates, 

plastics, polymers, and coat ings ( inks). Denser and more min iaturized electronic 

assemblies drive many c leaning agents to contain more reactive ingred ients, attempting 

to improve cleaning efficacy. Highly reactive c leaning agents oxidize and reduce metal 

alloys; attack some board laminates; and attack plastics, po lymers, and coatings. These 
highly interactive reactive c leaning agent properties can improve cleaning performance, 

but with material compatib ility issues. Cleaning agents engineered with high Van der 

Waals d ispe rsive and low reactive forces avo id these issues. When formulating with low 

reactive forces, minor ingred ients are h ighly effective and work to protect the assembly 

from materials compatib ility concerns. An added benefit is the ability to increase kinetic 

forces in the form of time and energy without damaging the assembly.  

Rework Cleaning Machine 

In past decades, vapor degreasers running CFC-based so lvents such as Freon TMS or 

111 Trichlo roethene were the cleaning method of choice. The workload between solvent 

and machine was unevenly d ivided. The solvent fulf illed dual ro les as a so lublizing agent 
and as a de livery device. This was due to the fact that vapor degreasers utilized an 

immersion process.  

The equipment was only re sponsib le for containment, solvent dist illat ion, and heat, the 

latter being the most crit ical of the equipment’s process steps. 

While so lvent-based immersion defluxing systems st ill exist, they lack popularity due to 

cleanliness capabilit ies, environmental concerns, and other factors. Modern, effective 

cleaning processes use aqueous-based chemistries in aqueous defluxing equipment. 

The technological d iffe rences between the vapor degreasers of yesterday and 
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conventional aqueous defluxing systems are vast. While vapor degreasing equipment 

relied on the chemistry to do most of the work, the pendulum has swung the other way 

today. The best modern cleaning chemistries w ill produce vastly d ifferent cleanliness 
results when used in dif ferent equipment designs. A successfu l def luxing process 

requires a proper marriage between chemical and equipment. No longer is mere contact 

between the defluxing chemistry and the target the sole requirement of a successful 

defluxing process. 

While modern defluxing chemistries require contact between the chemical and the 

target, there is much more to the process than that. There are fourteen fundamental 

elements across four specif ic design c riteria to an effective defluxing machine (Table 1). 

Table 1 

Design 
elements 

Wash cycle 
(heat) 

Rinse cycle Dry 
General 

equipment 

Contact, spray 
design, 

segregation of 

wash so lution, 

chemical 

dosing.  

Contact, spray 
design, ion ic 

contaminat ion 

(IC) detection. 

CFM, 
convection 

heater power, 

rad iant heater 

power. 

Chemical 
compatib ility, 

operator 

safety, 

environmental 

safety, process 

control. 

Wash cycle (heat). Effective aqueous chemistries require heat. If operated unheated, 

disastrous results, includ ing poor c leanliness and extreme foaming, can occur. Most 

cleaning chemicals produce optimum re sults when operated at temperatures between 

50° and 70°C. The defluxing machine must be capable of heating and maintain ing the 

wash so lution to these temperatures. 

Wash cycle (contact). No defluxing chemistry can ever remove f lux if it doesn’t come 

into contact with the assembly. Modern surface mount assemblie s feature complex 

geometries.  

Large and small components may be mounted in close proximity to each other, allowing 

one component to shadow another. 

In the industry’ s most popular c leaning equipment format (batch), shadowing is of 
particu lar concern, as assemblies are stacked much like d ishes in a d ishwasher. While 

batch defluxing machines use upper and lower rotating spay bars that produce 

thousands of possible angle s of attack, shadowing is st ill potentially a problem. This can 

be mitigated with the implementation of an osc illating device that moves the assemblies 

in a forward/rearward motion simultaneous to the spray-arm rotation. The rack 

oscillating device inc reases contact by reducing the possib ility of shadowing.  

Wash cycle (spray design). There are two competing theories when it comes to fluid 

diffusion. All c leaning begins with contact: contact between the cleaning f lu id and the 
cleaning target. Even though a defluxing machine may be equipped with rotating spray 

arms and even a rack osc illating device, at the core is the flu id delivery device. Some 
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equipment designs utilize spray nozzles; others do not. The purpose of a spray nozzle is 

to bend the fluid to a shape that best fits the target, much like placing your thumb over 

the end of a hose to increase the flu id’s d iffusion pattern. This action forces f lu id 
through a smaller ho le, increasing its ve loc ity and therefore its impact pressure while 

reducing the water drop size and assoc iated surface tension. 

Nozzle-le ss def luxing machines simply utilize a ho le with a specif ied diameter to produce 

a coherent stream of flu id with no diffusion. The advantage of a coherent spray is that 

the flow can travel farther before losing ve loc ity, since coherent fluid f lows produce 

larger f lu id drop sizes.  

The debate between nozzle-based and coherent-based f lu id delivery designs is based on 

ind isputable factors. The more water is bent, the faster it lose s its impact pressure. On 

the other hand, nozzle s produce smaller drop let sizes, aid ing in under-component 
penetration, or impingement, which is among the most crit ical elements in a successfu l 

defluxing process. Nozzles, by widening the flu id’s trajectory, ensure fu ll (and even 

overlapp ing) contact with the target assemblies.  

Coherent fluid d istribution maintains f lu id ve locity for a longer d istance, but produces 

the largest f lu id drop let size, impeding its ab ility to penetrate under low standoff 

components. In add ition, coherent spray patterns do not overlap. Thorough assembly 

coverage is only possib le if the flu id h itting the assembly ricocheted in a manner to allow 

thorough coverage. It should be noted that when the fluid changes d irection ( like with 

ricochets), it loses the majority of its veloc ity, and rap id ly becomes ineffective. 

Wash cycle (segregat ion of wash so lution). Most modern defluxing chemicals are 
prepared as concentrates, then mixed with water (normally deionized water) to form 

wash so lution. Common in-use percentages are 10–20% concentrated defluxing 

chemistry. Most modern defluxing chemistries provide a re lat ively wide process w indow. 

Commonly, ±5% concentration or dilut ion still produces acceptable cleanliness results. 

Due to increased environmental sensit ivit ie s and budgets, many def luxing equipments 

now incorporate wash so lution recyc lers. The same chemical/water mixture may be used 
dozens of times over the course of days or weeks. Because of this, it is vital that the 

defluxing machine have safeguards to prevent dilution of the wash solut ion with rinse 

water. 

Design elements such as segregated spray and drain/transfer pumps reduce the chance 

of chemical d ilution. Anti-dragout features such as programmable rest (drainage) times 

and se lf-purg ing wash pumps also help. A h ighly effective drying system will also 

prevent chemical d ilution by e liminating any re sidual rinse water from mixing with the 

upcoming cyc le’s wash solut ion. 

Wash cycle (chemical dosing). Many failures in a def luxing process are caused by 

inaccurate chemical mixing, usually by equipment operators. A well-designed automat ic 
chemical dosing technology combined with periodic monitoring (via t itration or 

refractometer) will provide consist and accurate chemical concentrations without the 

need for operator intervention. This reduces operator errors and ensures that the 

process stays with in required guidelines.  
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Rinse cyc le (contact). Like the wash cycle, contact between water (the rinsing agent) 

and the assemblies is required. Because most batch defluxing systems have one 

chamber for all cyc les (wash, rinse, and dry), the spray technology used in the wash 
cycle will be used in the rinse cyc le. All required design attributes assoc iated with the 

wash section (contact and spray design) are identical.  

Rinse cyc le (spray design). While both contact and spray designs are identical between 

wash and rinse cycle s, the most crit ical aspect of a successfu l def luxing process is the 

rinse cyc le. While most attention goes to the wash cycle, cleanliness results would be 

catastrophically worse if the rinse cycle were not performed properly. While conventional 

aqueous defluxing chemicals perform substantially better than their obsolete solvent 
counterparts, they cannot be left on an assembly. Most modern defluxing chemistrie s 

maintain a pH level in excess of 11. While anti-corrosion (brightening) agents prevent 

dulling of the solder joints during the wash cycle, the defluxing chemical must be 

thoroughly removed. 

After the wash cycle, assemblies are covered in wash so lution, above and be low the 

components. A thorough rinsing process should remove all traces of wash so lution. 

Because the wash chemical reduces surface tension of the solution from 72 dynes 

(water) to 25 dynes, under-component penetration is more easily achieved in the wash 
cycle than in the rinse cyc le. This is when the small water droplet attributes of spray 

nozzles come into play. The only way to effectively chase out 25-dyne flu id with 72-dyne 

flu id is to manipulate the water droplet size mechanically, using precision-cut spray 

nozzles and a large pump that provides the necessary pressure and ve loc ity. 

Rinse cyc le (ion ic detection). A successful def luxing process relies on f lux being removed 

into the wash so lution during the wash cycle and wash so lution being removed during 

rinse.  

Fortunately, all aqueous defluxing chemistries contain h ighly ion ic propert ies. The 

incorporation of an ionic residue detection device (resistivity sensor) into the rinse 

plumbing is h ighly effective at detecting ion ic contamination in the normally non-ionic DI 
rinse water. A defluxing machine equipped with this technology can automatically add or 

subtract rinse cyc les until the rinse eff luent’s ion ic properties reach a preset limit. This 

ensures complete, consistent removal of wash so lution (and the flux it contains) batch 

after batch. 

Dry cyc le (CFM). Most batch format defluxing systems use a mechanical b lower to 

provide air exchange within the process chamber. The larger the blower (CFM), the 

greater frequency of complete air exchange within the process chamber. For rap id and 

thorough drying, the objective is to exchange the moisture-saturated air with hot, dry 
(moisture-receptive) air. Depending on the defluxer’s location, a part icle f ilter may be 

required. 

Dry cyc le (convection heat power). Replac ing hot, moisture-saturated air with hot, dry 

air requires convection heaters to heat the incoming air before it enters the process 

chamber. The degree of power (wattage) should be proportionate to the CFM of the 

blower. 
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Dry cyc le (rad iant heat power). A radiant heater will allow the assemblies to absorb 

heat, becoming min i-heaters that help water trapped below components (and between 

layers) to evaporate. A successful drying process will produce assemblies that measure a 

lower post-defluxing weight than pre-defluxing.  

General equipment guide lines (chemical compatib ility). The equipment must be 
compatib le with the defluxing chemical. There are two levels of compatib ility, material 

and process.  

Material compatib ility requires that all wetted surfaces of the equipment be compatible 

with the defluxing chemical, inc lud ing seals (pumps, doors, covers, etc.). Materials such 

as rubber, Buna, Viton, etc. are not generally compatib le with defluxing chemicals. 

Teflon, EPDM, EPR, and similar materials are wide ly compat ible.  

The defluxing machine must also meet the chemical’s process requirements. If a 

chemical requires heat, so will the equipment. If the chemical requires mixing before 

use, the equipment must be equipped with a mixer. Other considerations such as 
ventilation, chemical re -use capabilit ies, dosing requirements, and foam contro l factor 

into a defluxing machine choice. 

General equipment guide lines (operator safety). Operator safety is paramount. Modern 

aqueous defluxing chemicals, while maintain ing their ab ility to remove all f lux types, are 

non-flammable. The use of non-flammable chemicals has greatly increased the overall 

safety of cleaning equipment. Additional desired safety features inc lude hands-free 

chemical dosing, overheat protection, and keyed maintenance functions. 

General equipment guide lines (environmental safety). Today’s defluxing chemicals and 

equipment are widely conside red environmentally responsib le. Many def luxing machines 

have evaporators to eliminate any effluent (wash or rinse so lution) discharge into the 
drain. While most munic ipalit ies allow the discharge of effluent from modern defluxing 

systems, zero-d ischarge configurations are preferred, as they are proofed against future 

environmental regulations.  

General equipment guide lines (process control). Who controls your process? Process 

control ensures a pred ictable and consistent result. The operator interface should be 

clear and intuit ive. Closed-loop process feedback eliminates operator panic (Did I pre ss 

start? Is the water turned on? Is there chemical in the machine?). Password-protected 

sections of the interface prevent unintentional and/or unauthorized process changes. 
Statistical process contro l (SPC) data logg ing allows c leanliness analysis and h istorical 

review of process trends.  

Research 

Hypothesis 1 : The standoff height is d irectly correlated to removal of all f lux residues 

under the QFN component.  

Hypothesis 2 : Flux compositions and soldering processes that form soft residues post-
solde ring are directly corre lated to removal of all f lux residues under the QFN 
component. 
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The designed experiment investigates removing all f lux residues from under OFN 

components following the rework process. The research hypotheses were tested to 

determine pred ictive process variab les. Our objective is to quantify the relat ionships 
between stand-off height and flux type. Does a re lat ionship exist between standoff and 

flux types for c leaning under QFN components, and to what degree? 

The test vehicle (Figure 1) was designed by B.A.E. Systems (patent pending). It is made 

of FR-4 laminate, with stain less steel p ins p laced at specif ic standoff he ights and 

posit ioned to place 1 × 1″ glass slides 2 mils thick. Two pins were inse rted to lock in two 

corners of the die and prefabricated tension holders locked in the remain ing sides. The 

test vehicle provides ten standoff heights in 1 mil inc rements from 1 to 10 mil.  

Eight paste fluxe s used in commerc ial so lder paste products were tested: three water-

solub le technologies, two rosin technologie s, and three no-clean technolog ies. Two 
milliliters of the flux was applied to each of the test sites, then slides were locked in. 

The test vehicle was ref lowed using the standard eutectic tin/lead ref low profile (Figure 

2). 

Following reflow, the test vehicle was p laced in the batch dishwasher c leaning 

equipment (Figure 3).The equipment used has several of the desired equipment design 

characterist ics d iscussed prior.  

Wash. Two rotating spray bars (one above and one below the assemblies) were each 

equipped with ten stain less-steel spray nozzles. The nozzles produced a flat spray with a 

15° diffusion angle. Fluid was pumped through the nozzles with a 3 horsepower 

stain le ss-steel dual impelle r Gould (ITT Industries) pump, produc ing 65 PSI manifo ld 
pressure. The nozzles were mounted on the spray bars in an asymmetrical manner to 

produce overlapp ing nozzle pattern coverage while eliminating d irect nozzle f low 

collisions. A stainle ss steel sump tank equipped with 10.5 kW stain less steel heaters 

provided the necessary power to heat the wash so lution to the set point and maintain 

the temperature throughout the wash cycle. 

The assemblies were presented to the spray systems vert ically w ith a 15° off-vertical 

angle. The equipment used an oscillating device that transported the assemblies 19 mm 

forward then 19mm rearward during the wash and rinse cycles to reduce shadowing.  

Rinse. The rinse cycle used the same spray bars and nozzles as the wash cycle. Each 

rinse used a unique 11 liter volume of de-ion ized water. The spray pump was mounted 
in an inverse vertical manner, allowing the previous wash so lution and each volume of 

rinse water to be completely purged from the pump. An on-board resistivity monitor 

detected ionic contamination levels within each rinse cycle, ensuring complete removal 

of wash so lution (and the flux contained therein). 

Dry. The equipment’s drying technology comprised a 1,500 CFM b lower, a convection 

heating system consisting of three 2kW stain less steel tubular f inned air heaters (6 kW 

total), and a 5kW stain le ss-steel heater mounted in the process chamber acting as a 

rad iant heater. 

Figure 2. Test  vehicle ref low. 

Figure 3. Position in batch cleaning 
equipment.  

Figure 1. Test  vehicle. 
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 The process recipe used to evaluate cleaning was:  

• Cleaning agent: high so lvency/low reactivity

• Cleaning agent concentration: 15%

• Cleaning agent temperature: 150°F

• Wash time: 8 minutes
• Rinse cyc les: 4

• Rinse temperature: 140°F

• Convection drying: 5 minutes

Figure 4 offers a visual overview of the designed experiment. Residue remained under 1 

mil standoff d ie for no-c lean solub le paste #1 but all die with larger than 1 mil gaps 

were clean. 

Figure 4 Designed Experiments 

The data findings accept the first hypothesis that stand off height is d irectly corre lated 

to removal of all f lux residues under the QFN component. Stand-off heights lower than 1 

mil were not cleaned using the DOE research factors and levels. At stand off heights 
greater than 1 mil, most of the flux composit ions were successfu lly c leaned.  
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Table 2. No-clean solder paste findings. Photographs of all data findings 
(water so luble and rosin pastes) are available at www.aqueoustech.com. 

No-clean paste 1 
8 minute wash time 

after cleaning 

15 minute wash time 

after cleaning 

1 mil standoff  

Flux re sidue remain ing 

under both dies cleaned at 

8 and 15 minutes 

2 mil standoff 

No flux residue remain ing 

under both dies cleaned at 

8 and 15 minutes 

3 mil standoff 

No flux residue remain ing 

under both dies cleaned at 

8 and 15 minutes 

The findings h ighlight the importance of some leve l of clearance needed to successfully 

remove flux residue under the Z axis. Successfu l results were achieved when QFNs were 

placed with stand-off he ights of at least 2 mils. The research find ings ind icate that QFNs 

with standoffs at least 2 mils can be cleaned using the cleaning agent and cleaning 

equipment at the research process conditions.  

The data findings accept the second hypothesis that flux residue types and reflow 
processing condit ions d irectly corre late to removal of all f lux residues under the QFN 

component. Leading- edge circu it designs are increasing ly small and dense. As the space 

between conductors d imin ishes, removing f lux residues becomes more important. 

Cleaning must be a consideration when designing fo r manufacturing.  

Miniaturization imposes a great challenge on flux chemistries due to the increasing 

amount of oxides and requirements for no-c lean lead-free applications.3 The decreased 

size of components and the conductor spac ing generates more heat during operation.  
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Problems arise from boards w ith greater mounting density re sulting in electrochemical 

reactions, metal migrat ion, and reduction of surface re sistance.5 

Flux compositions designed for lead-free consist of multip le polymer spec ies and 

property-modifying additives.3 These additives affect the system’s mobility, so lvent-

retention properties, long- and short-term die lectric propert ies, and thermal behavior. 
Maintain ing all desired product attributes, as well as maximizing top-side f illet 

performance, require s a thorough understand ing of the interactions between these 

polymers and certain properties of the modifying additives.  

Many factors go into solder paste se lection. The data findings strong ly correlate cleaning 

under low stand offs with residues that easily dissolve in the cleaning agent. Optimizing 

reflow to prevent oxidation and charring is also important. 

Three Practical Component test boards were assembled using QFN components. The 

stand-off c learance under the component was between 3 and 4 mils. One board was 

solde red with water-so lub le so lder paste, one with rosin so lder paste, and one with no-
clean solder paste. The boards were processed using a c leaning agent and cleaning 

equipment with the best-in-c lass properties d iscussed in this artic le.  

When the QFN components were removed from each test board, no visib le f lux re sidue 

was left from the three solder paste technologies evaluated. Figures 5A-C show the 

visual c leanline ss under the QFN components. 

Conclusion 

A product making its designed life expectancy is an important parameter when 

reworking electronic assemblies. Flux re sidue under QFNs can impact performance when 

conductive ions migrate within the electrical f ield.1 Dishwasher-style aqueous spray-in-

air c leaning equipment is commonly used for rework operations. Eng ineered cleaning 

materials are needed to disso lve f lux residues commonly used in the rework operation. 

To successfully c lean all f lux residues under the QFN, process factors must be 

understood. 

Cleaning under low-feature components requires an optimized process. Neither the 
cleaning agent nor equipment accomplishes successfu l f lux removal on its own. 

Integrating the right cleaning agent with the right cleaning machine and other process 

factors is the key to cleaning lead ing-edge circu it assemblies.  

When optimizing QFN rework, users should view cleaning as an integrated process. 

Cleaning agent and cleaning machine sc ience has dramatically improved with time. 

Integrating best in c lass technologies provide proven performance that accomplishes th is 

demanding c leaning need. 

Figure 5A. QFN soldered with 
water-soluble paste. 

Figure 5B. QFN soldered with 
rosin.  

Figure 5C. QFN soldered with 
no-clean.  
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